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Appendix A-  Information and Consent Form 

Dear  Student,

I will be teaching your class once a week for the current semester. I will be instructing you in the 
operation of several software programs and assigning you building and communication tasks.  

I have permission from our school administration to study this class as research for my doctoral 
degree in Education, and I would be grateful if you will agree to be part of this study.   I am 
researching students-built objects and use in 3D virtual worlds, and I will be monitoring chat 
transcripts, distributing questionnaires and conducting interviews. You will be allowed to use 
this set of computer programs and virtual system during our class time and at home. 

This is important research which will contribute to a body of knowledge about virtual worlds use 
in English language learning.  This research will benefit both university faculty and students in 
the future. 

If you would prefer not to take part, or you would like to withdraw from this study at any time, 
you will be given an alternative curriculum to complete in order to satisfy your course 
requirement for this class. You will not lose any credit and there will be no penalty. 

Any data I collect from questionnaires, interviews or observations will be treated in strict 
confidence. I will record the interviews, but these recordings will only be used by me and will be 
destroyed along with the questionnaires upon completion of the study. 

To ensure anonymity, no names will be used when I write about the study.  There will be no 
attempt to link your performance in this class to you as a person.   

Thanks for helping me with my research! 

Gerald C. Fulton 

Your consent: 

I agree to take part in the study and that the data be used in Gerald Fulton’s doctoral 
dissertation for National Chengchi University and subsequent publications

I do not agree to take part in the study and that the data be used in Gerald Fulton’s 
doctoral dissertation for National Chengchi University and subsequent publications
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Appendix B- Freeware User Agreement Information 

PhotoFiltre

IrfanView
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Google SketchUp 

Flux Studio 
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Appendix C- Vircon Web Page 

Weeks 10 and After 
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Week 9 
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Week 8 
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Week 7 
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Week 6 
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Week 5 
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Weeks 4 and Midterm 
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Week 3 
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Week 2 
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Week 1 
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Appendix D-  Background English Education and Computer Use Survey 

Identity Code:  _______________________          Date: _________________________ 
Basic Information: 
1) Age: (years) _____ 
2) Sex: M     F 
3) Number of years studying English in school: (elementary, junior high, high school, university- 
total) _____________ 
4 Number of years studying English in out-of school lessons: (bushiban/after school, private 
lessons- total) _______________ 

Please mark the answer that closest matches your 
feeling or opinion. There are no correct answers. 

Very 
poor 

Poor Average Good Very  
good 

5) Self-rating of English conversation ability 

Please mark the answer that closest matches your 
feeling or opinion. There are no correct answers. 

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Very 
often 

6) Computer usage: (9 statements)  

a. Email 
b. Instant messaging (ex. MSN, etc.) 

c. Online information sites (ex. Wikipedia)  

d. Online communities (ex. Myspace, 
Facebook, Fan Clubs) 

e. Photo sharing (ex. Flickr) 

f. Video sharing (ex. Youtube) 

g. Personal web pages 
h. Online games (ex. World of Warcraft, Halo 
2)
i. Virtual worlds (ex. Second Life, Active 
Worlds) 

7) Hours spent online each week: (school and social usage combined) _____________________ 
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Appendix E -  Computer Motivation Pretest/posttest Survey

Please mark the answer that closest matches 
your feeling or opinion. There are no correct 
answers.

Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Agree Strongly 
agree

Attitudes toward computers (14 statements)  

1. Learning to use a computer gives me a 
feeling of accomplishment.  
2. Writing by computer makes me more 
creative.
3. Using a computer gives me more chances to 
read and use authentic English.  
4. I want to continue using a computer in my 
English classes.
5. Using a computer is not worth the time and 
effort.  
6. Using a computer gives me more control 
over my learning.  
7. I enjoy the challenge of using computers.

8. Learning how to use computers is important 
for my career.  
9. I can learn English more independently 
when I use a computer.  
10. Computers keep people isolated from each 
other.
11. I can learn English faster when I use a 
computer 
12. Using a computer gives me more chances 
to practice English.
13. Computers are usually very frustrating to 
work with.
14) Computers make people weak and 
powerless.
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Appendix F -  English Motivation Pretest/posttest Survey

Motivation  (3 parts, 22 statements) 

Motivation Intensity (MI) 

Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Neither 
agree 
nor 

disagree

Agree Strongly 
agree

1. Compared to my classmates, I think I study 

English relatively hard.

2. I often think about the words and ideas 

which I learn about in my English classes. 

3. If English were not taught at school, I would 

study on my own. 

4. I think I spend fairly long hours studying 

English.

5. I really try to learn English. 

6. After I graduate from college, I will continue 

to study English and try to improve. 

Desire to Learn English (DLE) 
     

1. When I have assignments to do in English, I 

try to do them immediately. 

2. I would read English newspapers or 

magazines outside my English course work. 

3. During English classes I'm absorbed in what 

is taught and concentrate on my studies. 

4. I would like the number of English classes at 

school increased. 

5. I believe absolutely English should be taught 

at school. 

6. I find studying English more interesting than 

other subjects. 
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Attitudes toward Learning English (ALE) 
Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Neither 
agree 
nor 

disagree

Agree Strongly 
agree

1. Learning English is really great. 

2. I really enjoy learning English. 

3. English is an important part of the school 

program. 

4. I plan to learn as much English as possible. 

5. I love learning English. 

6. I hate English. 

7. I would rather spend my time on subjects 

other than English. 

8. Learning English is a waste of time. 

9. I think that learning English is dull.  

10. When I leave school, I shall give up 

learning English entirely because I'm not 

interested in it. 
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Appendix G- Constructivist Multimedia Learning Environment Survey (CMLES)  

Please mark the answer that closest matches 
your feeling or opinion. There are no correct 
answers.

Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree

Agree Strongly 
agree

Part I: The Process of Learning with the 

Multimedia Program  (15 statements) 

Learning to Communicate 

In this class. . . 

1. I get the chance to talk to other students  

2. I discuss with other students how to conduct 

investigations

3. I ask other students to explain their ideas

4. other students ask me to explain my ideas  

5. other students discuss their ideas with me 

Learning to Investigate

In this class. . . 

6 I find out answers to questions by 

investigation

7 I carry out investigations to test my own 

ideas

8 I conduct follow-up investigations to answer 

new questions

9 I design my own ways of investigating 

problems  

10 I approach a problem from more than one 

perspective
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Learning to Think

In this class. . . 

Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree

Agree Strongly 
agree

11 I get to think deeply about how I learn

12 I get to think deeply about my own ideas 

13 I get to think deeply about new ideas

14 I get to think deeply how to become a better 

learner  

15 I get to think deeply about my own 

understandings

Part II: The Multimedia Program 

(15 statements) 

Working with the multimedia program, I find 

that it. . . 

16 shows how complex real-life environments 

are

17 presents data in meaningful ways  

18 presents information that is relevant to me  

19 presents realistic tasks  

20 has a wide range of information 
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Ease of Use

Working with the multimedia program, I find 

that it. . . 

Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree

Agree Strongly 
agree

21 has an interesting screen design

22 is easy to navigate

23 is fun to use

24 is easy to use

25 takes only a short time to learn how to use 

Challenge

Working with the multimedia program, I find 

that it. . . 

     

26 makes me think  

27 is complex but clear  

28 is challenging to use

29 helps me to generate new ideas  

30 helps me to generate new questions 
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Appendix H- Computer Chat Log Page 

>>send[4698a673]:[<event type="onUserCountChanged" value="3"/> ] 
>>send[25e8d1ae]:[<event type="onUserCountChanged" value="3"/> ] 
>>send[46a85315]:[<event type="onUserCountChanged" value="3"/> ] 
>>send[25e8d1ae]:[<event type="onZoneCountChanged" value="2"/> ] 
>>send[46a85315]:[<event type="onZoneCountChanged" value="2"/> ] 
<<rcvd[46a85315]:[<event except="46a85315" from="46a85315" type="onPC" value="-
55.2099 3.19467 16.2987" /> ] 
>>send[25e8d1ae]:[<event except="46a85315" from="46a85315" type="onPC" value="-
55.2099 3.19467 16.2987" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onOC" value="0 1 0 
0.307087" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onPC" value="215.456 
27.8533 110.9" /> ] 
<<rcvd[46a85315]:[<event from="46a85315" to="25e8d1ae" type="getLocation" value="" /> ] 
>>send[25e8d1ae]:[<event from="46a85315" to="25e8d1ae" type="getLocation" value="" /> ] 
<<rcvd[25e8d1ae]:[<event from="25e8d1ae" to="46a85315" type="onOC" value="0 -1 0 
1.25836" /> ] 
>>send[46a85315]:[<event from="25e8d1ae" to="46a85315" type="onOC" value="0 -1 0 
1.25836" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onPC" value="215.255 
28.6493 110.268" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onOC" value="0 1 0 
0.315411" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onPC" value="215.048 
29.4718 109.616" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onOC" value="0 1 0 
0.458522" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onPC" value="215.022 
29.5682 109.536" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onOC" value="0 1 0 
0.990424" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onPC" value="214.862 
29.8622 109.298" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onOC" value="0 1 0 
1.01057" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onPC" value="214.853 
29.87 109.292" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onOC" value="0 1 0 
1.01219" /> ] 
<<rcvd[4698a673]:[<event except="4698a673" from="4698a673" type="onPC" value="214.852 
29.8706 109.292" /> ] 
<<rcvd[25e8d1ae]:[<event except="25e8d1ae" from="25e8d1ae" type="onChat" 
value="Toby%3A%20Hey%20Mark" /> ] 
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Appendix I- Open-ended Interview Questions 

First Interview: 

How did you become student in our Applied English department? 

How do use computers in your daily life? 

Second Interview: 

What do you do actually do during the conversation class? 

What activities related to the conversation class do you outside of class time? 

Third Interview: 

How can you use what you have learned in this class help you to reach your goals as a student in 

our Applied English department? 

How can you use the computer knowledge and tools used in this class in other areas of your life 

not related to school? 
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Appendix J-  Student Interview Narratives 

Annie: I. 
I used a very short time to choose my school because I didn’t pick this school at first. But, 

I thought I needed a school that I could really learn English very well. My [high school] teacher 
told me I should try to take the interview, and … after the interview I thought [this school] was 
great.

I‘ve spent over ten years to learn English, from my elementary school. I think it’s more 
useful and helpful to find a job or anything. But, the actual reason is that I really love English. I 
would like to go abroad to study.

I have my own website. I will type my diary on it. [Daily, I use computers] eight to ten 
hours. If you are a student living in the dorms, that’s really important for us. I think using 
computers is not that easy for me; especially not for listening or downloading something because 
I think I didn’t do very well in computer class.  
II.
  Most of the time, I always ask other students in class because I really don’t understand 
sometimes, and maybe they will help me to do. Sometimes we will go to the virtual world and 
chat with classmates. 

We will go to the website, and then try to do some homework. We usually do it at home 
but perhaps we will finish it in class. Going to Google SketchUp and drawing 3D. I try to make 
something in there, but it’s not really easy to make- especially about the position of the object, or 
IrfanView. – to try to make different file names.  

Most of the time is making 3D about my final presentation. Make a world about your 
story. [In the world there are] some objects, maybe some sounds like music or atmosphere about 
that story, and people, backgrounds and practice. When you figure out how to use those systems 
and you practice more and more, it’s not really hard, but maybe sometimes we just don’t like that 
very much.  

 [Outside of class time, I] describe the worlds of Vircon. We will go to the virtual world 
and try to chat about that world or something that happens in the place; for example, the ocean or 
sometimes the worlds with forests or some people.  
III.
  [When I am in the virtual world, I] feel it’s kind of fun and interesting because I never 
have done that before. And, the most interesting is – there’s a person in there and you can walk 
around or- like sightseeing in a different world. For the virtual worlds, I’ve learned that the 
fastest way we get progress in our English is we chat in that world and just like we’re chatting in 
life. We don’t speak English a lot in school- but we chat a lot maybe about worlds or about our 
daily life. I think it’s useful for practice- not only vocabulary or words. 

We’re always asking questions in class- how to use this or that, so we didn’t chat about 
other [things]. After class, we always wonder how to use the system, so we didn’t chat too much 
not about school in class- just always wondering how to use the system. 

[Outside of conversation class purposes], for now I only think about it as a messenger for 
chat. We can use that for advertising -maybe in the future for a job, like commercial or design.  

It also makes me feel like I’m studying in America because English plays a different role 
there. Because the teacher uses English to teach our courses and if [teachers] use English to teach 
any other courses, we will also be interested in it. Just like studying in America- like studying in 
an English environment country. 
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Barbara: I. 
The teachers are very good here, my friends told me. My good friend is also interested in 

English, so we are here together. [I have a part-time job] and many foreigners will go there, like 
Americans or Europeans. I talk to them sometimes- but not very often. 

After I graduate, I want to go abroad to promote my English ability because my sister has 
been studying in Canada for ten years and her English ability becomes very good. I just want to 
learn about the country and to learn about everyday life.

I also search some information about English or history about Egypt because {Student 
name} and I would like to go there – many years later. I use computers daily about 2 hours to 3 
hours. It’s too much. 
II.

I use the computer to do 3D images or 3D avatars- but I think that can not practice your 
conversation. You should think of a world about a movie you are interested in and use the 
computer software to create the world – as our final exam. The teacher will teach us to use some 
software to do, and we follow his teaching to do the world. We can choose something from the 
links- a website- the backgrounds or buildings or sounds. 

[Outside of class], on holidays, I will go to the Vircon system. If I don’t go there, I will 
just read the messages, listen the demo and practice. [The website has] the directions and you can 
see the steps. [I do this] at my home and there is also some work. We put our answers to our 
website - describe your images, sounds or worlds - every week. 
III.

I like {Student name’s} world best. Her world is very colorful. There are many images 
and pictures there, and they are very creative. When I have free time, I invite my friends to go 
the virtual world. We can chat with other people about school things, such as reports- final 
exams and discuss our homework. It is like MSN, but in MSN you can’t have many people 
discussing together- but in a virtual world you can. 

[Outside of conversation class purposes] some computers can use the buildings or virtual 
things for work or a job. 
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Calvin: I. 
I took my second choice and I got this chance, so I enter this university. My uncle told 

me he didn’t get very [high] pay because his English was not very good. Before I entered senior 
high school, my mom wanted me to go to a cram school. My parents also told me if I want to 
study hard they can allow money to let me go to school. I don’t want to waste a lot of money, so 
I think if I want to enter this school, I just have to study hard. They didn’t give me pressure. Now, 
I want to be a cram school teacher because I think I can get good pay from it. And, I don’t want 
to spend too much energy to raise money.  

 [I also use] a blog and your friend can leave some messages to you and I will say 
something to back to him or her. I also use my camera to make pictures about my family, my 
sister and my friends and save it in the computer and send it to my friends. [Every day I spend] 
about 2 hours to 4 hours [using computers] with 50 percent [school related]. At home this 
semester, I share [a computer] with my older brother. 
II.

We will write down some sentences about this computer homework and the teacher will 
correct some grammar mistakes and after he teaches me, I will change it and will key it in the 
computer. There is a lot of computer software in the self-education classroom and I don’t know it 
very well, so I will check the vocabulary and try to understand what function it is and know how 
to use it and ask my classmates how to use it. 

At the beginning [of each class], the teacher will teach me about what we are going to do 
today and teach me this function. If the teacher gives us maybe two or three examples, I can 
understand what function it is easily. Because we are Applied English [students] and the 
software is also English words, we can learn something from it- maybe vocabulary. And, maybe 
after a few years if I go abroad, I have a chance to do it.  

Everyone has his own world, I go to my friend’s world and talk to him and he is 
describes what his topic is or what building it is. And, I will know what his topic or subject is 
and I can make conversation with my friends. I think it is helpful for my English.  

I think it is important before I describe the world, I understand what [the characters] are 
doing and what happens in the story and what gestures they do and what buildings and what 
furniture is necessary in the {forest} because they are {fighting} in the {forest}. 

We will do the computer homework together on Friday and Tuesday nights. At school I 
can find [my friends] easier than at home because after school I have my own things I have to do. 
So, I think in school, I can concentrate on the homework and they can teach me easily. 
Sometimes the school’s [CIP] site has a little problem and I can’t use it. 
III.

The first time I went to {Story world }because of the background, colors, his billboards, 
and his sounds make me know he spent a lot of time to do it and his storyline also makes me feel 
good. I think I can learn many things by the software and the teacher and some books because 
the software is all typed in English –so I can learn a lot of vocabulary which I didn’t know.

I don’t use the software very much out of school, but I have used it at my cram school 
and I showed it to my friend. Maybe in the future, because I am going to the cram school, I can 
open my world and invite a foreign English teacher to my world. Maybe he can teach me some 
{fighting}knowledge and I can put his opinion in my world.  I think this is a way to use the 
worlds and the software and I also can learn English from it. 

[If] I am in architecture, maybe in the future, I will use Google SketchUp to do some 
special building and maybe put [it] into PowerPoint and show my boss or show my friends. 
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Doug: I. 
I just want to stay in Taipei. There’s no reason I [study] English because actually my best 

subject is math. After college maybe I will go out to America or somewhere- not in Taiwan. 
This summer, I went to America to visit my cousins. Actually, I went to a summer 

program. I lived in America for fifty days, but the program was only three weeks. My cousins 
only speak English. When I watch movies, I will choose the English subtitles [sometimes] 
because, the [translated] meaning’s not the true meaning. My older brother’s wife is Japanese. 
She can only speak Japanese and English. He wants us to practice [English]. 

[I use computers in my daily life] with MSN or some kind of online game. Actually, I 
usually use the computer on Wednesdays and Thursdays- but I use it a lot in that time- three or 
four hours [daily]. Because my dad will come home on Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays, so I 
can’t play online games [then]. Maybe one half hour each day for reports and for MSN maybe 
one hour. [In general] when I play games, it’s fun. When I try to finish the report, it’s convenient. 
II.

I try to use the program and talk with friends, but in Chinese. I’m trying to build a story 
world. I use a lot of programs- like Flux Studio and Google SketchUp and search some pictures 
to put in my world. I use Irfan, I take out the background and use Flux Studio to put a box in 
there. Every student has a world and my world is [Story world].

I want to make it like the movie- the movie always in the city at night. Of course you can 
move in the world. If you come to the world, you can have conversation with other people about 
this world, or something you want to talk with them. If the teacher doesn’t ask you to do 
anything, or you’ve already done that- you can meet with your friends. The programs are always 
in English, so the teacher shows us how to use the program and we do [it] - so we learn. 

[Outside of class time], it’s the same. Build worlds and talk with friends. But, you can’t 
build in two hours so you have to search for some pictures. You have to do it outside of class 
time. Actually, I spend a lot of time when the teacher says that he wants to see our world 
tomorrow or next week, so I will spend a lot of time in that week.  

At first, it’s just for class. I do that for the class- but, actually its fun, it’s not boring. 
When you try a lot of things, you do a lot of worlds, you build a lot of buildings in your world 
and you hit Ctrl + F5 - you can see the world. It’s nice – you see what you did - fun. 
III.
 I think about the {Story world}, it’s so white and you walk around there you can see the 
witch, the lion and there’s a castle. I like the music.  I like it because it looks clear. My world is 
dark and has too many buildings.  

I use the English programs like Flux Studio, Google SketchUp- I think the most 
important is the web page- the Vircon web page- it’s all English, so I start to read the NBA web 
site in English. Usually I will go to Chinese NBA web site, but after the conversation class I 
started to try to look at the English NBA web site. 

[Outside of conversation class], I guess Photofiltre and IrfanView maybe can be used, but 
Flux Studio I guess only can be used in this class. If I’m working and the manager asks me to do 
some report or presentation, I can use those programs to change the [image] to a .jpg file or .gif 
file - whatever. 

If everybody has the program Flux Studio and the AB2net, maybe we can have 
conversations in there like in MSN. That would be great. When you click others in MSN it’s 
only a little page, but when you want to talk to others with Flux Studio you can build a world- it 
will be fun. Maybe I could do- where is a beautiful place in Taiwan? like Danshui. 
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Eddie: I. 
I love English so I just choose here, and it’s not so far from my house - my first ambition 

is here. [Also], I went to America [for] elementary school, and I studied there about one and a 
half years- fifth and sixth grade. First, I just went there with my granddad and grandmom 
because my aunts live there, so I just went there to play and visit. But, my aunts asked me if I 
wanted to study there - I just answered “Yes”. People there were so friendly, and helped me a lot. 

I think I will teach English; teach elementary school or kindergarten. I have a part-time 
job at a cram school. I don’t play games much; I use computers for chatting with people, and 
doing some reports. [I use computers] about two hours per day. I don’t really like them because I 
like to go out for playing or something.  
II,

We have some computer lessons for our virtual world and we use the virtual world to 
practice our conversation or our writing skills. Then we discuss in English - sometimes in the 
class- how to make the virtual world. [In] our presentation, we have to talk about what we have 
made. To tell the story, to present the story to the class and in English, so I think that can 
improve our English. 

[I use] Flux Studio and something that can do the image things – like PhotoFiltre, 
IrfanView. We use those things to create our world on the computer. And, Vircon is our basic 
web site.  Everyone has to pick a subject for use in your virtual world, like a story or a movie or 
music- with all the things we just make a story.  

 In the class, sometimes we just forget the steps that we learned, but we ask friends or 
classmates or- basically, we just ask the teacher a lot. He taught us step-by-step to use this 
software and we can learn from him the same way that he taught us, so we can practice more and 
more and we can make it very clear. 

[Outside of the class time], we usually work on the scene of the virtual world that we 
were taught in class. And we use the software in our home or in school with some of our 
classmates, and we practice it out of class and use the Vircon system to have conversations with 
each classmate to improve our English. Talking and playing with the virtual world at the same 
time, and [using] the virtual world we made in the class or out of class. 

We can use the virtual people, like avatar, and move and talk and describe the things that 
we made- like {trees} or {wolves} or something. And, can ask a friend in the computer, how you 
like my world, or what’s the feedback about my world. 
III.

I feel very calm and very peace in that world. The scenery in that world is very bright and 
beautiful and calm. I can see a lot of snow and trees that are full of snow and a castle and some 
mountains and the characters in there.

I learned about how to use the computer- I learned a lot. I learned a lot of vocabularies in 
Flux Studio and we can talk to each other like- in the MSN, but not the same. We have to 
describe the things we have seen, and that can improve my English speaking. I made a house 
with another program – Google SketchUp and just put in Flux Studio. I think Flux Studio is just 
a lot of fun. 

I think maybe in some company I can use the Flux Studio to do a presentation or 
something like that. If I go to church, I can use the Flux Studio and show the people what I made 
and just can have a party in the virtual world. I could use it to communicate with my foreign 
friends. [Talking with] strangers is OK- just speak in English and get more practice with any 
kind of people – just communicate with them. 
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Francine: I. 
We had two times for tests, but I didn’t want to take the second because the test took 

place in August and I didn’t want to study. Everybody speaks English because English has 
become a skill to communicate. I’ve been to America to study English, but only in the summer, 
two months, because I want practice my English and talk to Americans. I went to Florida 
because my uncle lives there and New Jersey for the same reason [to study]. I  Listen to ICRT or 
[read] magazines- but not “Everybody Talks” that kind of English- more like gossip magazines. 

[I use computers for] online chat- chatting with my friends and sending emails to my 
cousin- my uncle’s daughter. At home, I have a laptop and use it about three hours a day. I think 
it’s not healthy because using the computer is bad for your eyes. 
II.

I use the software to make virtual worlds, and pay attention to what the teacher says and 
what to do. He tells us how to make every step to build a virtual world and discuss with 
classmates. The teacher tells us to create the world about a story- any story that you want. We 
use software- for example like, Flux Studio and PhotoFiltre to make the virtual worlds. We 
download the software from teacher’s web site and then we use PhotoFiltre to make the pictures 
different, and then we put them into Flux Studio to make the world more interesting. We saved 
those pictures into the images folder, and then we open Flux Studio- and then we open the file 
and then put images to the Flux Studio. You can put anything you want to- like characters, 
animals, anything models, buildings, trees, bridge- stuff like that. [The virtual world] is realistic.

[Outside of class time], I met my classmates in the chat room, but it’s the virtual world 
chat room. So, we can discuss and look around each other’s virtual worlds. You can have 
opinions and talk- “How do you make this tree? Your world is not-so-good. Your world is boring. 
Your world is pretty. Your world is better than mine.” There is a small person that represents 
me- so I can walk around and see what’s there. [I do this] at home or school- both. 
III.

[In the virtual world], I feel lonely and scared and dark because I’m in {Story} world and 
it’s kind of creepy because no one’s there for me; there is the forest, the scary night, the wind, 
and some screaming. I learned how to use search skills- know better how to search for 
information that I want or I need, or go to the search website in the English version, understand 
how to download the software in English step-by-step. 

I think chatting in English can help my English, but I don’t think building a virtual world 
can improve my English. Because the virtual world system is all in English, so you have to know 
how to open the file and how save the file in English- not in Chinese. When I am chatting with 
my friends in MSN, because in MSN the system is Chinese so when you get on the line- just talk 
in Chinese naturally, but the virtual world is in English, so it seems I have to type in English and 
chat with my friends in English. 

[In the future], I’d probably keep practicing building the world. Practice makes it better 
because the first {Story} world that I made was not good enough. [I would just] show it to my 
friends or maybe the teacher. 
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Grace: I. 
It’s only school I could come to. My mom taught me English when I was very young. I 

watched every video tape- cartoon. I went to an academy when I was just a kid and my mom 
home-taught me English. She’s a manager in a trade company [and sometimes travels] in 
America or Hong Kong for business. [At the academy], they teach new words and grammar and 
they also train you in listening and writing, reading. I stopped to go to academy when I was 16. 

Sometimes I talk to my friends. I have friends in like Canada or America through MSN 
or Skype- mostly MSN. I met them when I was kid - my Mom’s friends’ children- and they were 
born there, so we met each other. I sometimes stay [in America] for like two months – the whole 
summer vacation. I stay at my friend’s place- just hang out with them. Sometimes I go to 
summer school, but it depends.  I have [relatives] in Canada. I think the environment is pure, 
clean and the people are friendly. 

[I use computers in my daily life] to chat with my friends, email or sending files - like 
music. I guess that’s it. I use computers sometimes two hours per day, sometimes five, at home 
on a family computer.  
II.

[During conversation class], I use 3D world design computer programs. We find stories 
and find the pictures that we want and we try to build the stories in 3D worlds. I make 3D world 
out of [Story name] to show other people my story. Everyone has their own story- they can 
decide on their own. It has like buildings and many functions that you can use it – [you] decide 
what to use in your world to design. We turn on the computers, and we follow the instructions 
that the teacher gives. He shows us every step on the screen and then we do the things. 

I kind of hoped conversation class would be just like a traditional conversation class like 
maybe having a textbook and people can talk to each other because I’m kind of lazy in using 
computers to design programs or stuff like that.  

[Outside of class], we complete the story world that we are doing in the class. And, every 
week we have homework that we are supposed to write on the Internet – like a message board. 
There’s a sort of like chat room and we can go there to chat with classmates about our 3D world. 
How are we going to do it or what’s the story about by typing on computer with classmates in 
English. But, I don’t spend much time doing that. I usually do it at school, I seldom - never- do it 
at home. 
III.

[When I am in the virtual world] I am comfortable and relaxed because I can hear the sea 
wave sounds and the background is some sets which I like very much. And, the place is big. 

[In this class], I talk to the teacher or classmates in English on computers or face-to-face. 
I think I prefer face-to-face because when I type on computers I have time to think about the 
grammar, but when you talk you have to say it immediately. Probably, my friend would want to 
talk with me in that world because I have talked about the virtual worlds with my friend and he is 
kind of interested in 3D. I played hide and seek with {Student name} because it’s kind of big. 
And I told him it was kind of like Internet games.  

Besides chatting- maybe we can write diaries in virtual worlds. I can use it on the 
billboard and people could just click on that, but I would spend a lot of time which I think I 
probably won’t. 
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Heather: I. 
 [I chose this school] because there aren’t many Applied English [departments] in Taiwan 

and because this school is close my home.  
When I was eleven years old my mother took me to a cram school to study English. I like 

English and my math is too bad. We can use English for work in the future. In my part-time 
work, I sometimes –seldom- use English to talk with Americans or French. 

I use my computer for homework, talking by MSN, or research to find information- a lot 
of homework. Recently we use MSN a lot because we have to talk some homework - Research 
Methods. I listen to some music or play a game sometimes. I use computers about 2 or 3 hours 
every day, at home.  
II.

[During conversation class] we use the computer, Flux Studio software, to arrange some 
2D or 3D to do to my story. My story is about {Story name}, so I put some {flowers} or 
{rainbows} or water, sky and make some {birds}.  I use Flux Studio and I put some sky pictures 
into there. 
Because I know what I want, so I find some pictures on the Internet about my story. 

We can go to these worlds to have conversation with classmates and to use English to 
talk about some things using that. But, I think I can’t learn a lot of conversation. I want to learn 
some conversation just like some book- some textbook. In the worlds, I just talk about nothing. 
How are you doing? I’m fine- just talk. Sometimes, because I don’t know what to do in my 
world, so I ask my friends how to do that.  

The lessons about Flux Studio are interesting because this is first time to learn that, so I 
feel interested. 

[Outside of class], sometimes I talk about the conversation. I talk about Flux Studio with 
my friends and we can talk about what to do or do I need some things. My computer does not 
work so I can’t do it at my home, so I want to do it at school. 
III.

When I’m in the world- and the world’s name is {Story name} and I go there just 
walking and walking and I see a lot of big pictures. And, the pictures have some celebrities in 
there and there is one billboard in there and that billboard tells me what happens - so, I can 
understand this world. I can understand the meaning this world. Because this is a music movie 
and puts basketball sports and music together, so I think it is lets me relax, and feel very high in 
my mood so I like it.  

In the virtual world, I use the person. It’s the not real person in there. I use him to walk 
around this world. I think I can learn some information with English and I can talk to exchange 
the information to others. 

I think in the future- I want to use it with my friend or I can make a friend in American or 
England. Just not Taiwanese friends- I can use these virtual worlds to talk - not just use MSN. 
We can use the virtual worlds to use English and to talk to them. I can introduce [my world] to 
my friends and say – this is my world and I make it from nothing, and I have this world - I did it. 
And finally, I know what to do and I can teach my friends how to do [things]. I don’t know 
everything, but a little- about pictures and billboards- I can teach my friends. I can do it. 


